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Abstract: Fault tree analysis (FTA) is one of the important analysis methods of safety system engi-
neering commonly utilized in various industries to evaluate and improve the reliability and safety
of complex systems. To grasp the current situation and development trend of FTA research and to
further point out FTA’s future development directions, 1469 FTA-related articles from the literature
were retrieved from the SCIE and SSCI databases. Informetric methods, including co-authorship
analysis, co-citation analysis and co-occurrence analysis, were adopted for analyzing the cooperation
relationship, research knowledge base, research hotspots and frontier in the FTA research field. The
results show that China has the highest number of publications, and the Loughborough University of
England has the highest number of publications of relevant institutions. Dynamic fault tree analysis,
fuzzy fault tree analysis and FTA based on binary decision diagrams are recognized as the knowledge
bases in FTA studies. “Reliability Engineering and System Safety”, “Safety Science” and “Fuzzy Sets
and Systems” are the core journals in this field. Fuzzy fault tree analysis, dynamic fault tree analysis
based on Bayesian networks and FTA combined with management factors may be both the main
research hotspots and the frontiers. Then, by deriving the above results, this study can help scholars
better master the current research status and frontiers of FTA to improve system reliability and safety.

Keywords: fault tree analysis; reliability; safety; knowledge mapping domain; informetric

1. Introduction

In modern industrial production, the widespread use of new technologies, equipment
and materials has greatly improved production efficiency and saved production costs.
In addition, due to the use of these new technologies, equipment and materials, many
potential risks and uncertainties have also been introduced into the system, and the problem
of system reliability and safety is becoming more prominent. Within the previous studies
and applications, the common methods used for system reliability and safety analysis
include FTA [1,2], failure mode and effect analysis [3,4] and event tree analysis [5]. Among
them, FTA, as a deductive analysis method combining qualitative and quantitative analysis,
can effectively evaluate and improve the reliability and safety of complex systems [6,7].
For a traditional fault tree, it mainly consists of event symbols and gate symbols. Event
symbols represent various fault states or abnormal conditions in a fault tree, and gate
symbols describe the logical relationships between various events in a fault tree, which are
used for input and output events [8]. A diagram of a generic FTA is shown in Figure 1.
When using the FTA method, we often start the analysis from the top event and search for
the direct and indirect causes of the accident from top to bottom, layer by layer [9]. Then,
the underlying causes of the accident are identified, and the logical relationships between
the events are represented by a fault tree. This method was first introduced by Watson
in 1961 and was successfully applied to the analysis and design of Minuteman missile
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launch control systems [10]. Since then, FTA has been widely used in reliability assessment
and risk analysis [11,12]. For example, FTA is commonly applied to the reliability analysis
of petrochemical plants [13,14], the identification and analysis of hazard sources in the
environment [15], and the safety and accident evaluation of nuclear reactors [2]. These
applications of FTA not only improve system safety and reliability but also have a positive
significance in preventing environmental pollution and human life and health problems
caused by accidents.

Figure 1. Diagram of traditional FTA.

However, in practical applications, as large systems are becoming more dynamic
and complex (e.g., repairable systems with redundancy and systems with sequential
correlations), the limitations of the traditional FTA are becoming increasingly prominent.
These limitations mainly include the inapplicability of traditional FTA to systems with large
amounts of fuzzy uncertainty [16,17] and systems with dynamic stochastic faults [18,19].
Based on this limitation, many improvement methods have been introduced by different
scholars. To solve the uncertainty of event probability in traditional FTA, Tanaka et al. [20]
proposed fuzzy fault tree analysis by pioneering the introduction of fuzzy theory into FTA.
After that, many scholars conducted in-depth analyses and research on fuzzy fault tree
analysis and tried to apply it to solve reliability problems in engineering. Geymayr et al. [21]
presented a fuzzy fault tree analysis to assess reliability and safety in industrial systems.
By combining fuzzy set theory and expert elicitation, the reliability of robotic drilling
systems was evaluated by Lin [22]. In addition, Shu et al. [23] also proposed an algorithm
of the intuitionistic fuzzy fault tree analysis for the failure analysis problem of the printed
circuit board assembly. Moreover, to overcome the limitation of the traditional FTA being
unable to handle the system’s dynamic behavior, Dugan et al. [24,25] proposed dynamic
fault tree analysis for the dynamic characteristics of the system failure process related to
the failure time and sequence. They introduced four new dynamic logic gates, namely
Priority-And Gate, Sequence-Enforcing Gate, Functional Dependency and Spare Gate, to
describe the system’s dynamic behavior in the dynamic fault tree, which complements
the FTA in the reliability safety evaluation of complex systems. In addition, in solving
dynamic fault trees, Markov chains [26], Monte-Carlo-simulation-based methods [27,28]
and Bayesian-network-based approaches [29,30] have been more widely used.

The literature mentioned above reflects that the basic theory of traditional FTA has
been completed, and new studies about optimization and application are rapidly advancing.
These achievements are accompanied by the research field’s continuous subdivision, which
makes the evolution and frontiers of FTA studies more blurred, and it may bring the
field to a standstill in the future. Therefore, work is necessary for the identification of
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evolutions and frontiers in the research field of FTA. In earlier research, such work was
often conducted through literature reviews or through systematic monographs that senior
scholars wrote. As the volume of scientific and technical text data explode in the information
age, it becomes time-consuming and laborious to rely solely on experts’ works, and the
personal limitations of experts may be integrated into the analysis. Fortunately, informetrics
can be used to overcome these limitations. Informetrics has evolved from traditional
bibliometrics and scientometrics [31]. Since the German scholar Professor Otto Nacke
introduced the term informetrie in 1979, the field has rapidly attracted the eager exploration
of intelligence scholars worldwide [32]. Now, it has developed into an interdisciplinary
field that integrates mathematics, statistics and bibliography knowledge. With the help
of informetrics, complicated research fields can be presented by data mining, information
processing, knowledge measurements and graphical mapping [33,34]. Many scholars have
already applied informetric methods to bibliometric studies [35–37], which provide a whole
and critical reference for the specific research field. In this paper, we systematically analyze
FTA’s research situation in the whole field from the perspective of informetrics by using
knowledge mapping, which can help researchers of safety science and reliability technology
master the discipline status and research priorities in the field. Moreover, this paper also
analyzes the research hotspots and frontiers of FTA according to the theme terms’ changes
in the time dimension and makes some suggestions for future research directions. This
paper’s research results can positively affect system reliability and safety improvement.
The specific questions for studying FTA using knowledge mapping are as follows:

• Question 1: What is the current general status of research on FTA? (Sections 3.1–3.4)
• Question 2: What are the knowledge base and research hotspots in FTA?

(Sections 3.5–3.6.2)
• Question 3: What are the main frontiers in the research of FTA? (Section 3.6.3)

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data Sources and Distribution of Literature Types

Informetric studies demand reliable data as support. In this study, SCI-E and SSCI in
the Web of Science were selected as the target database for literature retrieval. However,
the different retrieval methods, the data volume of the retrieval results, and the different
expressions of FTA may impact the study’s outcome. Therefore, we designed six retrieval
strategies and established the retrieval data set for comparison, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data set establishment of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

No. Retrieval Strategies Data Set Number of
Records Period ACI Data Set Used

in Each Section

1 TS = “accident tree analysis” A 2 1995–2021 9.00 Not used
2 TS = “fault tree analysis” B 1468 1995–2021 18.71 Not used

4 TS = “fault tree analysis” OR
“accident tree analysis” C 147 1970–1995 11.52 Not used

5 TS = “fault tree analysis” OR
“accident tree analysis” D 1530 1990–2021 18.27 Not used

6 TS = “fault tree analysis” OR
“accident tree analysis” A∪B 1469 1995–2021 18.69 Sections 3.1–3.6

A ∪ B dataset contains all the literature in A or B; ACI: Average Citations per Item.

As can be seen from Table 1, the literature volume and retrieval formula in the data
set A∪B is the most reasonable, and the ACI (Average Citations per Item) of the literature
in the retrieval period is the highest. This indicates that the overall quality of the literature
included in this data set is the highest. Therefore, the retrieval formula was finally set
as TS = “fault tree analysis” OR “accident tree analysis”, and the retrieval time was from
1995 to 2021 (publication deadline 31 December 2021). Then, 1469 records were obtained,
and the types of literature were shown in Table 2. The most frequent literature type in
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these records is articles (1419), accounting for 96.60%. The second and third positions are
proceedings papers (137) and review articles (33), which account for 9.33% and 2.25%,
respectively. Other literature types include early access (18), meeting abstracts (8), editorial
material (3), letters (2), notes (2), corrections (1) and reprints (1).

Table 2. Literature types of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

No. TL TP SOTC CA Proportion/% H-Index

1 Articles 1419 26,123 16,564 96.60 74

2 Proceedings
Papers 137 1899 1712 9.33 24

3 Review Articles 33 1233 1170 2.25 17
4 Others 35 130 129 2.38 5

TL: Type of Literature; TP: Total Publications; SOTC: Sum of Times Cited; CA: Citing Articles.

2.2. Method

With the development of informetric theory and data visualization technology, sci-
entific knowledge mapping applications have rapidly developed. A series of analysis
software, such as VOSviewer [38] and Citespace, has become an essential method to study
development trends in scientific fields. The knowledge map drawing procedure and visu-
alization analysis is shown in Figure 2. After obtaining the data set A ∪ B, we first used
VOSviewer 1.6.17 (Leiden University, Leiden, The Netherlands) to remove duplicates and
to merge different variants. Then, the visual analysis was performed on the pre-processed
literature data by VOSviewer and Scimago Graphica Beta 1.0.18 (SRG, Madrid, Spain) [39].

Figure 2. Informetric analysis procedure of FTA studies.

This paper’s visual analysis based on informetrics is composed of two main parts:
(1) performance analysis and (2) research hotspots and frontiers analysis. In the first part,
the co-authorship analysis in Section 3.2.1, Section 3.2.3 and Section 3.4 is carried out
preliminarily to visualize the cooperative relationships among countries, institutions and
scholars, respectively [40]. Then, in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, the co-citation analysis is
applied to analyze the co-cited reference and co-cited journals [41,42]. In Section 3.3, the
citation analysis is conducted to examine the highly cited references and to identify the
relationships between the currently highly cited papers. For the second part, in Section 3.6.1,
the co-occurrence analysis [43] is first applied to carry out a static analysis of keywords to
explain the keywords’ characteristics and meanings. Then, in Section 3.6.2, the dynamic
co-occurrence map of keywords is also drawn, and the research evolution path and the
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changes in research hotspots are sorted out. Finally, in Section 3.6.3, based on the above
research, a cluster analysis of the recent theme terms in the literature from 2012–2021 is
performed to detect frontiers in FTA research.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Temporal Distribution Map of the Literature
3.1.1. Temporal Distribution of the Literature Globally

The distribution of the number of published literature and the frequency of citations
per year are shown in Figure 3. Generally, the FTA research can be divided into three stages.

Figure 3. Publication growth trend around the world of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

The first stage is the wave development stage (1995–2008). The amount of pub-
lished literature in this stage was relatively small. From 1995 to 2008, the annual average
amount of published literature did not exceed 45 per year, with no apparent fluctuations
or growth trends. In addition, the high citation frequency of the literature in 2001 and
2004 indicates that the literature published in these two years laid some foundation for
subsequent research.

The second stage is the stable development stage (2008–2018). The average annual
amount of literature was shown to increase steadily during this stage due to the rapid
increase in the number of Chinese publications. Fluctuations were presented in 2014 and
2018 but were minor compared to the annual amount of published literature, so they still
showed a stable growth trend. Therefore, it can be considered that the study of FTA has
become more mature and has started to enter a systematic study stage.

The third stage is the rapid development stage (2018-present). Compared with the
previous stage, the amount of published literature in this stage showed rapid growth.
A total of 34 more papers were published in 2019 than in 2018, which was the most
significant increase over the past 12 years. This increasing phenomenon indicates that the
research on FTA has attracted the wide attention of scholars, and in the future, the related
research in this field will continue to develop with high enthusiasm.

3.1.2. Temporal Distribution of the Literature by Active Nations

The four most active countries in the FTA research field are regarded as China, the
United States, the United Kingdom and South Korea. The temporal distribution of the
literature originating from these countries was analyzed, as shown in Figure 4. From the
figure, we can see in the research field of FTA that the United States started the earliest,
but the quantity of published literature per year did not show a significant growth trend.
China’s research in this field started the latest, but in 2009, China’s publishing volume
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surpassed that of the United States for the first time and then rose rapidly in this field. At
this stage, research on FTA in China was often combined with engineering construction
and accident analysis [44]. It also can be noticed that the quantity of published literature in
England and South Korea was similar, with an overall increasing trend.

Figure 4. FTA study publication growth trends in four countries (China, USA, England and
South Korea).

3.2. Spatial Distribution Map of the Literature
3.2.1. Country/Region Distribution

From the data set in Section 2.1, it can be seen that 68 countries have published lit-
erature related to FTA. The top 10 countries from the total number of publications were
selected, as shown in Table 3, and the literature quantity and H-index were displayed on
the map, as shown in Figure 5. In this table, quantity represents the number of publications
in each country; percentage denotes its proportion in the total literature; H-index denotes
the impact of a country’s publications; total link strength denotes the frequency of collabo-
ration between countries; and ACI represents the average number of citations of literature
published in a country, which reflects the average quality of a country’s publications.

Table 3. Top 10 productive countries of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

Rank Country Region Quantity Percentage ACI H-Index Total Link
Strength

1 China East Asia 446 30.36 15.63 42 107
2 USA North America 213 14.50 19.05 37 89
3 England Western Europe 139 9.46 24.85 31 62
4 South Korea East Asia 90 6.13 12.34 18 14
5 Canada North America 80 5.45 39.26 28 47
6 India Southern Asia 73 4.97 26.41 24 14
7 Iran Western Asia 72 4.90 14.31 16 25
8 Germany Central Europe 60 4.08 17.53 15 29
9 Italy Southern Europe 57 3.88 30.11 16 32

10 Japan East Asia 40 2.72 7.60 9 6

ACI: Average Citations per Item.
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Figure 5. Literature quantity and H-index of the top 10 countries for FTA studies.

As can be seen from the Table, China, the United States and the United Kingdom are
ranked in the top three in quantity, H-index and total link strength, respectively. These
countries have much international cooperation, high-impact papers and domination of the
research field of FTA. The amount of literature published by Chinese scholars is the most,
but the ACI is not as good, indicating that studies on FTA stay at the primitive stage. This
situation may be related to the late start of studies in China. It also means that there is
more space for studies of FTA development in China. In addition, from Table 3, we also
can find that the number of publications, H-index and total link strength exhibit a positive
correlation. It can be assumed that a relationship exists between the discipline’s influence,
the number of publications and international collaborations.

The level of cooperation between countries and the influence in the relevant research
field can be reflected by country co-authorship analysis. In this paper, VOSviewer was used
to analyze the country collaborations. After excluding the countries with less than five
articles, we obtained a partnership network consisting of 37 countries, as shown in Figure 6.
The volume of articles and the level of research activity in different countries/regions are
represented by the size of the nodes. We can find that the node representing China is the
largest. It suggests that China has published the most articles in the field of FTA, and the
research activity is the strongest. The distance between nodes and the thickness of the
linkage represents the closeness of cooperation between countries. Thicker connection lines
and closer distances between nodes represent closer cooperation between countries. From
Figure 6, it can be noticed that the research cooperation on FTA is the closest between China,
the United States and the United Kingdom. The different colors in Figure 6 were adopted
to distinguish the different clusters between each country, and a total of three clusters were
formed: red, green and blue. The results revealed that red and blue clusters dominate all
clusters. Moreover, the blue and green clusters are dominated by Asian and European
countries, respectively, which indicates geography’s existence in studying international
cooperation on FTA.
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Figure 6. Cooperation among countries for FTA studies, 1995–2021.

3.2.2. Disciplinary Distribution of the Literature

The disciplinary distribution of the literature can reveal the disciplinary structure of a
research field. Therefore, the discipline distribution analysis results can help researchers
grasp FTA’s main research objects and provide the basis for detecting research hotspots
and frontiers in the later sections. In this paper, a search was conducted in WOS, and the
descriptive statistic of the disciplinary literature’s distribution is illustrated in Figure 7.
The results indicate that FTA involved a wide range of research fields, distributed over
113 different disciplines. However, this distribution trend was relatively unbalanced, with
an overall negative exponential distribution (y = 275.46 × exp(−0.11x), R2 = 0.94). The
volume of literature in different disciplines was sorted, and the top 10 disciplines are shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Top 10 subject categories of FTA studies.
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In all disciplines, the engineering industrial discipline and the operations research
management science had the largest volume of publications, with 267 papers accounting
for 18.18% of the total. Then, engineering electrical electronic ranked second, accounting
for 13.68% of the total, followed by engineering multidisciplinary (12.52%) and engineering
chemical (10.28%). Centrality is a commonly used index used to measure importance.
If a discipline’s centrality value is not less than 0.1, it is assumed to be a key discipline
in the FTA research field. It can be seen from the centrality data that engineering (0.78),
computer science (0.23), environmental science ecology (0.09) and energy fuels (0.06) are
the most central disciplines. Based on the above data, we can assume that the studies of
FTA often involve engineering, computer science and other technical fields, which are often
considered the research background of FTA. Moreover, the disciplinary distribution of
operations research management science and environmental science ecology also suggests
that research in FTA is a multidisciplinary field.

3.2.3. Institutional Distribution of the Literature

In this section, we analyzed core institutions and the cooperative relationships among
institutions in the FTA research field. In addition, by combining the results of this section
with the analysis of author cooperation in Section 3.4, the critical research groups in the
FTA research field can be easily captured with their migrations in the temporal and spatial
dimensions. According to the search results of the WOS core database, 1320 institutions
have published literature related to FTA. Details of the 15 institutions with the largest
number of publications are listed in Table 4.

Among the 15 institutions, Loughborough University (40), Memorial University of
Newfoundland (31) and Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (24) have
the top three numbers of publications. Dalhousie University (89.00), Memorial University
of Newfoundland (60.03) and Istanbul University of Science and Technology (40.36) have
the top three ACI scores. From the table, we can see that Chinese institutions comprise the
majority of the top 15 institutions, with 34.70% of the total publications. This indicates that
Chinese scholars are relatively active in this field. However, the average ACI of 19.6 for
institutions from China is lower than the average ACI of 28.91 for the top 15 institutions.
Since the ACI represents a country’s average quality of publications, there is still great
space for studies on FTA in China.

Table 4. Top 15 institutions for FTA studies, 1995–2021.

NO. Institution Country Quantity Total Link
Strength STC ACI

1 Loughborough University England 40 2 785 19.63
2 Memorial University of Newfoundland Canada 31 22 1861 60.03

3 Korea Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology Korean 24 11 389 16.21

4 University of Electronic Science and Technology
of China China 24 11 443 18.46

5 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute Korean 20 11 424 21.20
6 Beijing Jiaotong University China 18 4 176 9.78
7 University of Hull England 18 7 724 40.22
8 University of Chinese Academy of Sciences China 17 23 226 13.29
9 Islamic Azad University Iran 16 5 108 6.75

10 China University of Petroleum China 15 3 339 22.60
11 University of Strathclyde Scotland 15 4 332 22.13
12 Istanbul University of Science and Technology Turkey 14 4 565 40.36
13 Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics China 14 3 414 29.57
14 Huazhong University of Science and Technology China 13 6 318 24.46
15 Dalhousie University Canada 12 14 1068 89.00

STC: Sum of Times Cited; ACI: Average Citations per Item.

Institutions with no fewer than five publications were filtered out by VOSviewer,
yielding 96 records. To better analyze the cooperative relationship between institutions,
clusters below two institutions were removed, and 11 clusters were derived. We also
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introduced a time factor in the figure to study the evolution of the institutions’ cooperation,
as shown in Figure 8. As we can see from this figure, the amount of literature is represented
by node size, and different colors represent different clusters. Memorial University of
Newfoundland, Loughborough University and Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology are the leading research institutions in FTA studies. From the active time of
research institutions, it can be seen that FTA was studied the earliest by institutions in
developed countries in Europe and North America. Then, with international academic
cooperation, research in this field gradually expanded from Europe and the United States
to other countries. For example, research groups led by Loughborough University and the
Memorial University of Newfoundland have begun to cooperate with Chinese institutions
in FTA studies in the last decade. It can be noticed that the University of Electronic Science
and Technology of China has developed a sizeable academic influence in the field of FTA
studies. This institution has conducted extensive research on the issue of uncertainty in FTA
applications, and highly active research within this institution was conducted by Yang et al.
In a study, they quantified and propagated the uncertainty and imprecision in FTA using
evidential networks for an FTA of a damaged aircraft engine [45]. Moreover, Liu et al. [46]
proposed an FTA algorithm that incorporates subjective information into imprecise reliabil-
ity models of basic events for calculating the failure interval of lube oil warning systems in
this institution. In addition, it can be noted from Figure 8 that there is a clear geographical
feature of the cooperation between institutions studying FTA. For example, the University
of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing Institute of Technology and the China University
of Petroleum are all from China and have cooperation relationships.

Figure 8. Institution cooperation network for FTA studies, 1995–2021.

3.2.4. Journal Distribution

Academic journals are an essential information carrier for the communication of
scientific results. In this section, we analyze the distribution of journals in FTA studies by
VOSviewer, and the results show that 1469 papers originated from 474 journals. Journals
with fewer than six publications were filtered out, and 48 records were obtained, forming
a network of major journals, including three different clusters as shown in Figure 9. In
the network diagram, each node represents a journal, and the node’s size represents the
number of papers. The thickness of the connecting line represents the closeness of the
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connection between the journals. Among them, “Reliability engineering & system safety”
(126), “Journal of loss prevention in the process industries” (70), and “Quality and reliability
engineering International” (44) are the top 3 journals with the largest volume of publications
in the field.

The leading position in the three clusters is occupied by the red cluster, with the
greatest number of nodes. In this red cluster, the journal represented by the largest node is
“Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process Industries”. The journals in the red cluster are
mainly related to research in safety science, and the nodes in this cluster are very densely
connected to other nodes. This suggests that research related to safety science is a highly
essential part of the FTA research field. Many journals in the process industry are also
included in this cluster, such as “Process Safety and Environmental Protection”. This is
because FTA has been widely used to improve system safety in process industries. The
blue cluster has the second highest number of nodes, and the core journal in this cluster is
“Reliability Engineering & System Safety”. This cluster is related to the system reliability
study, and there is a very dense connection with the red cluster. Therefore, we believe
there is a close connection among FTA, system reliability and safety science. The node
sizes are more evenly distributed in the green cluster, mainly composed of electronics
reliability journals.

The top 10 publications’ titles, quantity, ACI, citation index and impact factors are
listed in Table 5. The journals with the highest three average citations are “Process Safety
and Environmental Protection”, “Reliability Engineering & System Safety” and “Safety
Science”, with impact factors of 6.158, 6.188 and 4.877, respectively. The journals’ average
citations and impact factors are plotted in Figure 10. We found that, except for “IEEE
Access”, the average citations of other journals showed some positive correlation with the
impact factor. This suggests that there is a link between a paper’s scholarship standard and
the journal’s impact in which it is published.

Figure 9. Cooperation of main journals in FTA studies, 1995–2021.
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Table 5. Top 10 journals of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

NO. Journal Title Quantity ACI Citation Index Impact Factor (2021)

1 Reliability Engineering & System Safety 126 37.05 SCIE 7.247

2 Journal of Loss Prevention in the
Process Industries 70 30.74 SCIE 3.916

3 Quality and Reliability
Engineering International 44 16.23 SCIE 3.007

4 Safety Science 36 33.78 SCIE 6.392
5 IEEE Transactions on Reliability 33 31.91 SCIE 5.883
6 IEEE Access 27 5.89 SCIE 3.476

7 Process Safety and
Environmental Protection 25 39.36 SCIE 7.926

8 Process Safety Progress 23 6.57 SCIE 1.294
9 Ocean Engineering 23 22.78 SCIE 4.372

10 Annals of Nuclear Energy 20 12.55 SCIE 1.810

Figure 10. Top 10 journals of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

3.3. Highly Cited Literature Analysis

Highly cited literature is generally recognized in a research field and often represents
authoritative views. The analysis of highly cited literature in this section is essential for
understanding the main research topics and knowledge base in the field of FTA. The top
10 cited papers were selected to characterize the high-impact papers in FTA studies, as
shown in Table 6, which include the title, author, year of publication, co-authors’ number,
citation frequency, etc. Then, we categorized the papers published into different periods. A
total of 3 papers were classified in the fluctuating development stage, 7 were classified in
the stable development stage, and no papers were classified in the rapid development stage.
This result may be caused by the cited time lagging behind the published time. The spatial
distribution of the papers was also analyzed, and 8 papers were accomplished through
inter-institutional cooperation, which is common in FTA studies. However, only 3 papers
were accomplished through international cooperation, so international communication
among scholars requires strengthening. “Reliability Engineering & System Safety” can be
regarded as an authoritative journal in FTA research, as half of the top 10 citations come
from here.

The most frequently cited paper in Table 6 is “Improving the analysis of dependable
systems by mapping fault trees into Bayesian networks”, published by Bobbio et al. [29] in
“Reliability Engineering & System Safety”, with 516 citations. This paper shows that any
fault tree can be directly mapped to a Bayesian network and that basic inference techniques
on the latter may be used to obtain classical parameters computed from the former. A paper
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by García et al. [47] ranked second. They applied FTA to identify potential hazardous events
during wind turbine failures and to assess those failures’ consequences and frequency. The
third most cited paper is by Khakzad et al. [48], which focuses on comparing Bayesian
networks with fault trees in safety analysis and demonstrates the application of Bayesian
networks in the safety analysis of process systems. Trucco et al. [49] also published an
equally well-cited article, in which they proposed an innovative approach to integrating
human and organizational factors (HOF) into risk analysis. Then, a risk assessment model
for the maritime transportation system is proposed by using a Bayesian Belief Network
model and expert estimation to calculate the prior probability. After completing the analysis
of the highly cited literature, we can tentatively divide the literature into three different
directions. They are the research of fuzzy fault trees, dynamic fault trees analysis and the
application of fault trees to assess reliability in engineering.

Table 6. Top 15 papers with the most citations for FTA studies, 1995–2021.

NO. Title Journal Author Year IN CN ACY

1
Improving the analysis of

dependable systems by mapping
fault trees into Bayesian networks

Reliability
Engineering &
System Safety

Bobbio
et al. [29] 2001 2 1 24.45

2 Condition monitoring of wind
turbines: Techniques and methods Renewable Energy García

et al. [47] 2012 2 2 46.91

3
Safety analysis in process facilities:

Comparison of fault tree and
Bayesian network approaches

Reliability
Engineering &
System Safety

Khakzad
et al. [48] 2011 2 1 32.17

4

A Bayesian Belief Network modelling
of organisational factors in risk

analysis: A case study in
maritime transportation

Reliability
Engineering &
System Safety

Trucco
et al. [49] 2008 2 2 19.67

5
Using intuitionistic fuzzy sets for

fault-tree analysis on printed circuit
board assembly

Microelectronics
Reliability Shu et al. [23] 2006 2 1 14.94

6
A ratio ranking method of triangular
intuitionistic fuzzy numbers and its

application to MADM problems

Computers and
Mathematics Li [50] 2010 2 1 16.92

7
Dynamic fault tree analysis using

Monte Carlo simulation in
probabilistic safety assessment

Reliability
Engineering &
System Safety

Rao et al. [27] 2009 3 2 14.86

8
Application of the fault tree analysis

for assessment of power
system reliability

Reliability
Engineering &
System Safety

Volkanovski
et al. [51] 2009 1 1 14.64

9
Methods and models in process

safety and risk management: Past,
present and future

Process Safety and
Environmental

Protection

Khan
et al. [52] 2015 1 1 25.13

10

Risk analysis and assessment
methodologies in the work sites: On

a review, classification and
comparative study of the scientific
literature of the period 2000–2009

Journal of Loss
Prevention in the
Process Industries

Marhavilas,
et al. [53] 2011 2 1 16.75

STC: Sum of Times Cited; ACY: Average Citations per Year; IN: Institute Numbers; CN: Country Numbers.

3.4. Co-Authorship Analysis

Co-authorship analysis helps researchers identify the current cooperative status and
trends of the FTA research field [54]. It provides valuable information to researchers seeking
cooperative opportunities by identifying the current existence of cooperative research
groups [55]. In this paper, VOSviewer is used to analyze co-authorship with at least three
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papers. There are 73 clusters including 169 different authors, as shown in Figure 11. Each
node represents an author, and the node’s size is positively correlated with the number of
papers published by the author. The connecting lines represent the cooperation between
authors, and a line’s thickness indicates their cooperation’s intensity. Therefore, we can find
from the figure that the clusters are small, with only 6 clusters containing 5 or more authors,
31 authors in the form of separate clusters, and underdeveloped cooperative networks
among the clusters. This means that some cooperation among scholars has appeared, but
the cooperation scale is limited. There is less cooperation among different teams, and a
well-established cooperation system has not been formed.

Figure 11. Author cooperative network diagram of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

The 15 authors with the largest number of articles are shown in Table 7. Links in this
represent the active level of cooperation among scholars, and we can find that the activeness
of cooperation among scholars is low from this indicator. Andrews, J. D. published the most
significant number of articles, with most discussing optimizing traditional FTA [56,57].
For example, the authors’ 1997 publication describes the use of binary decision diagrams
in FTA and the method for their application in computers [58]. Khan from Memorial
University, Newfoundland, has the second highest number of articles, with a high average
citation count of 65.69. This scholar has studied reliability, risk and safety theory and
its application in engineering for a long time [59,60]. This scholar’s paper, published in
2011, combines expert knowledge with fuzzy set theory and evidence theory to derive two
different approaches to handling uncertainties in FTA and event tree analysis [61]. The third
most published scholar is Huang from the University of Electronic Science and Technology
of China, who formed a cooperation group with Liu et al. from the same institution, and
their research scope is mainly related to the uncertainty problem in fault tree analysis [62].
For example, the posbist FTA model constructed by this scholar in the most highly cited
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article can be used to assess the failure probability of systems with scarce statistics or an
extremely small probability of failure [63]. In addition, the parameter corresponding to
the number of articles published is the average number of citations per article. In this
table, the most cited scholar is Amyotte, with 94.78 citations per article. This scholar
cooperates better with Khan et al. In a highly cited article, they proposed a methodology
for a fuzzy-based computer-aided FTA tool [64]. This methodology was developed using
a systematic approach to fault tree development, minimal cut sets determination and
probability analysis. Moreover, the average citations per article published by Cepin are
at the third highest level. The article of this scholar in the field of FTA is mainly related
to the analysis of power system safety and reliability [65]. In addition, scholars from the
University of Hull also have a high number of publications and citations per article, such
as the work of Yazdi and Kabir [66], who proposed a methodology applicable to assessing
process industrial risk under conditions of uncertainty and the statistical dependence of
events. In this methodology, fuzzy set theory and expert knowledge are utilized to solve
the uncertainty in the failure data, and the Bayesian network modeling is applied to capture
dependency among the events.

Table 7. Top 15 authors of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

Rank Author Quantities Organization Country Links ACI

1 Andrews, J. D. 32 Loughborough University England 18 23.75

2 Khan, Faisal 29 Memorial University
Newfoundland Canada 44 65.69

3 Huang,
Hongzhong 13 University of Electronic Science

and Technology of China China 31 19.54

4 Kabir, Sohag 13 University of Hull England 17 48.54

5 Li, Yanfeng 13 University of Electronic Science
and Technology of China China 32 17.92

6 Papadopoulos,
Yiannis 12 University of Hull England 13 31.83

7 Yazdi,
Mohammad 11 Memorial University

Newfoundland Canada 8 33.36

8 Xing, Liudong 10 University of Electronic Science
and Technology of China China 2 39.00

9 Amyotte, Paul 9 Dalhousie University Canada 21 94.78

10 Bartlett, Lm 9 James Cook University Australia 7 13.44

11 Liu, Yu 9 University of Electronic Science
and Technology of China China 18 23.22

12 Wan, Shuping 9 Jiangxi University of Finance
and Economics China 7 39.56

13 Wang, Jin 9
Institute of Nuclear Energy
Safety Technology, Chinese

Academy of Sciences
China 16 27.56

14 Cepin, Marko 8 University of Ljubljana Slovenia 1 63.88

15 Dugan, Jb 8 University of Virginia USA 5 23.88

3.5. Research Knowledge Base

Co-citation analysis is often used to explore the status and changes in scientific research,
which can support some crucial decisions in science and technology. In co-citation analysis,
the co-cited documents reflect the knowledge basis of the research field, and the journals
collecting these documents are the carriers of the knowledge base. Moreover, highly
co-cited journals also represent core journals at the forefront of research [67].
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3.5.1. Reference Co-Citation Analysis

The co-citation relationship of articles reflects the correlation among articles. Two
articles that are co-cited more frequently often show a stronger correlation in academic
research directions. In this section, the co-citation analysis of the literature related to FTA
can be applied to reveal the knowledge base of the research area, the research’s evolution
as well as the literature that plays a vital role in the evolution process. VOSviewer was
used to conduct a co-citation analysis. Articles that co-cited not less than 20 times were
selected to draw the highly co-cited network, and 87 nodes were obtained, as shown in
Figure 12. In this figure, the size of the node represents the article’s co-citation frequency.
Closer distances between nodes reflect higher similarity in research directions. We also
performed cluster analysis of different articles based on the similarity of their contents. In
Figure 12, 87 nodes are classified into four clusters. It can be observed that the green cluster
is the largest, containing 30 nodes, whereas the blue, red and yellow clusters contain 29, 18
and 10 nodes, respectively. This paper conducted a detailed analysis of these four clusters
to analyze the research knowledge base of FTA.

Figure 12. Reference co-citation network of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

Fuzzy fault tree analysis (red cluster, blue cluster): Traditional FTA fails to consider
the uncertainty of failure rate and can hardly obtain accurate values of system components’
failure rates in practical applications due to human and environmental factors. In order to
solve this problem, the fuzzy mathematic theory was introduced to carry out quantitative
analysis in the fault tree based on the operational rule of fuzzy mathematics. In Figure 12,
red and blue clusters are dominated by articles about fuzzy fault tree analysis, in which the
red cluster and blue cluster consist of articles from earlier and recent studies, respectively.
In the red cluster, the articles represented by larger nodes can be considered the basis of
research in fuzzy fault tree analysis, such as articles published by Singer and Atanassov et al.
Among them, Singer proposed an analytical method to describe the occurrence probability
of a fault tree’s bottom and top events using triangular fuzzy numbers instead of exact
probability values [68]. Atanassov, on the other hand, defined the concept of the intuitionis-
tic fuzzy set and proved its various properties in his article [69]. Corresponding to articles
in the red clusters, the articles in the blue clusters reflect the current status of research
in the field of fuzzy fault tree analysis in recent years. Ding et al. [70] proposed a new
method to evaluate event probability by expert elicitation with fuzzy set theories when
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assessing the failure probability of oil pipelines. Shu et al. [23] proposed an algorithm of
intuitionistic fuzzy fault tree analysis for the failure analysis problem of the printed circuit
board assembly.

Dynamic fault tree analysis (green cluster): The articles in this cluster are dominated
by studies on dynamic fault tree analysis. The traditional fault tree fails to analyze dy-
namic failure behaviors of system components and their interactions when evaluating the
reliability and safety of complex systems [71]. However, dynamic fault tree analysis can
make dynamic expansion upon static FTA. It allows the fault tree to represent dynamic
behaviors related to sequences when analyzing the reliability of dynamic systems [72]. In
this clustering, the articles represented by the nodes with earlier years of appearance and
a larger size can be considered fundamental research articles, such as Dugan’s dynamic
fault tree model for fault-tolerant computational systems and fault trees, and the Markov
model for fault-tolerant digital system reliability analysis [24,73]. The recent articles in
this cluster, represented by larger nodes, were also extracted to reflect the research status.
Čepin et al. [74] extended traditional FTA with the time requirements, and the results indi-
cate that the dynamic fault tree can reduce system unavailability. Rao et al. [27] proposed
a new method based on Monte Carlo simulations to solve the limitation of the Markov
model in solving dynamic gates.

FTA based on binary decision diagram (yellow cluster): Traditional FTA is based on
Boolean algebra, which often causes the combinatorial explosion problem when dealing
with large and complex systems, and binary decision diagrams are one of the effective
methods used to solve this problem [75]. Rauzy [76] first applied the binary decision
diagram to FTA, featuring simple computing and minor errors. Since then, the application
of binary decision diagrams to solve problems of FTA has gained significant concern. Many
scholars started to use the binary decision diagram to improve the accuracy and efficiency
of FTA. For example, Sinnamon et al. [77] described using the binary decision diagram
method to evaluate the minimal cut sets of a fault tree efficiently and without the need to
use approximations. Zhu et al. [78] quantitatively analyzed three main sources of laboratory
explosion accidents through the combination of FTA and a binary decision diagram.

3.5.2. Journal Co-Citation Analysis

When different scholars research FTA, they need to support their research ideas and
explain the research background, so they often form a co-citation network of journals with
good authority. Therefore, the analysis of co-cited journals of FTA can help researchers
quickly target core journals in the research field. In this paper, VOSviewer was used to
map the co-cited journal network and to set the analysis category as “Co-citation” and
the node type as “Cited sources”. After filtering, we obtained a co-cited journal network
of 80 nodes, as shown in Figure 13. The node size indicates the number of citations in a
co-citation journal. The distance between nodes represents the strength of the relationship
between journals. As the distance becomes closer, the co-citation relationship of journals
becomes stronger.

In Figure 13, the 80 journals were divided into four clusters, with green and blue
clusters as the main ones. Red and yellow clusters are dominated by journals in safety
science and system reliability. In this cluster, the top 3 cited journals include “Reliability
Engineering & System Safety” (cited 3220 times), “Journal of Loss Prevention in The Process
Industries” (cited 1300 times) and “Safety Science” (cited 1079 times). In addition, the
nodes representing journals such as “Fuzzy Sets and Systems” (cited 999 times) and “Expert
System with Applications” (cited 504 times) are more prominent in green clustering. It
can be observed that the journals in this cluster often involve mathematical models and
algorithms. Many nodes representing different disciplines are distributed in the blue
clusters, and typical journals include “IEEE Transaction on Reliability” (cited 1432 times),
“Nuclear Engineering and Design” (cited 189 times) and “Journal of Power Sources” (cited
140 times). Thus, there is a multidisciplinary crossover in this cluster. In terms of co-
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citations, “Reliability Engineering & System Safety”, “Safety Science” and “Fuzzy Sets and
Systems” are regarded as core journals with different research fields.

Figure 13. Journal co-citation network of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

3.6. Research Hotspots and Frontier Analysis
3.6.1. Static Preliminary Analysis of Research Hotspots

The core content of a paper is reflected by its keywords; therefore, the research hotspots
in a specific field can be identified by keyword analysis. In order to study the relation-
ship between keywords in papers, keyword co-occurrence analysis was carried out in
VOSviewer. The keywords with a co-occurrence frequency no less than seven times were
selected and edited appropriately. Finally, the co-occurrence network of 150 keywords
and 4 clusters was generated, as shown in Figure 14. The red, green and blue clusters
occupy the prominent positions in 4 clusters, and “fault tree analysis”, “risk assessment”
and “reliability analysis” in these three clusters are regarded as the central words.

Figure 14. Keyword co-occurrence network of FTA studies, 1995–2021.
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Optimization of traditional FTA (blue clustering): “fault tree analysis”, “model”,
“design”, “algorithm” and “optimization” are keywords that co-occur more frequently, indi-
cating that the blue cluster mainly reflects the study of the optimization of traditional FTA.
Traditional FTA has limitations for complex system analysis due to its heavy workload and
various uncertainties. To circumvent disadvantages, traditional FTA has been optimized by
many scholars and thus has evolved into a research hotspot. The optimization directions
can be roughly divided into two parts: the optimization of FTA itself and the coupling
of FTA with other methods. The optimization of FTA itself mainly includes fuzzy fault
tree analysis and dynamic fault tree analysis. The dynamic fault tree analysis is used for
the quantitative analysis of dynamic system reliability, which is usually translated into
equivalent Markov chains. In addition, the methods of Monte Carlo simulations, Petri nets
and Bayesian networks are also frequently used for the quantitative analysis of dynamic
fault trees. For fuzzy fault tree analysis, since Tanaka et al. proposed the fuzzy fault tree,
many scholars have carried out further research on this basis. For example, a hybrid ap-
proach employing fuzzy set evaluation and probabilistic estimation for FTA was proposed
by Lin et al. [22] to evaluate the safety problem of unexpected robot motion in an aircraft
wing drilling system. Li et al. [79] suggested that, although dynamic fault tree analysis
extends static FTA, it is difficult to accurately assess the system’s reliability due to limited
data. For this reason, they proposed a fuzzy dynamic fault tree model. Kumar et al. [80]
proposed an intuitionistic fuzzy fault tree analysis method based on the weakest t-norm to
evaluate the system’s reliability and to identify the most critical components that affect the
system’s reliability. The coupling of FTA with other methods includes failure modes and
effect analysis, event tree analysis, etc., which is reflected in the co-occurrence of “fmea”
and “failure analysis“ with “fault tree analysis”. In this research direction, Peeters et al. [81]
proposed an analysis method that combines FTA and FMEA recursively to improve the
efficiency of failure analysis. Moreover, Hosseini [82] introduced an analysis framework
that combines the fault tree and event tree for a fire accident in a natural gas facility, and
the path leading to the outcome event can be expressed visually.

System reliability analysis (red cluster): This cluster is extended to other keywords with
“reliability analysis” as the core. “dynamic fault tree”, “component” and “operations” are
considered to be popular keywords, and they also have a high frequency of co-occurrence
with “reliability analysis”. These keywords reflect the application and research of FTA in
the reliability field. In the energy field, to analyze power system reliability, a new method
by using FTA was introduced by Volkanovski et al. [51]. This method is based on each
load point’s fault tree and identifies the main contributors to power system reliability. In
addition, in the field of transportation, to evaluate the reliability of traction substations,
Chen et al. [83] concluded a method based on FTA and developed a dynamic reliability
and life evaluation model.

Risk analysis and safety management (green cluster): The keywords that occur more
frequently in the green cluster are recognized to be “risk assessment”, “risk analysis”,
“accident” and “management”. Moreover, the clusters also contain keywords such as
“explosion”, “fire”, “oil”, etc., with less frequent co-occurrence. Thus, we assumed that
this cluster reflects FTA research in risk analysis and safety management, such as the work
of Bhangu et al., who conducted a reliability and risk assessment with a thermal power
plant [11]. In addition, Budiyanto et al. [84] used FTA to identify accidents and potential
risks occurring in container terminals and introduced a risk control scheme to reduce the
possibility of safety failures.

3.6.2. Dynamic Tracing of Evolutionary Paths and Research Hotspots

In Section 3.6.1, a co-occurrence analysis of keywords was conducted, and four clusters
regarding the research field of FTA were formed. The static analysis of research hotspots
based on the clusters and representative literature was conducted to achieve good results.
However, this static analysis method has certain limitations, which cannot reflect the
dynamic characteristics of the research hotspots in a time sequence. For this reason, we
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utilized Scimago Graphica to draw a keyword dynamic co-occurrence map. The research
hotspots’ distribution and their evolution at the temporal level can be obtained from
this map, as shown in Figure 15. In this figure, the four ring clusters are composed of
keywords together, the circles’ sizes reflect the number of keyword co-occurrences, and
the line between the circles reflects the co-occurrence relationship. The average year of
keyword occurrences is displayed in different colors, and as color becomes closer to red,
the current time becomes closer. It can be observed that ring cluster 1 has the highest
number of keywords, and Ring Cluster 4 has the lowest number. The keywords with
high co-occurrence frequency include: “fault tree analysis”, “reliability”, “safety”, “risk
assessment” and “system”.

Ring Cluster 1: It can be noticed that the average year of keyword occurrence in this
cluster started in 2003 and ended in 2019. The keywords represented by the larger circles
include: “reliability analysis”, “fuzzy set”, “bayesian network” and “model”. Based on
the results in Section 3.6.1, we can judge that the cluster is relevant to the optimization
of traditional FTA. Keywords involved in the theme of fuzzy fault tree analysis can be
traced back to “fuzzy probability” at the earliest, with the most numerous and uniform
distribution on the ring cluster. Therefore, we can assume that the research related to fuzzy
fault tree analysis has been the central part of traditional FTA optimization, and its research
enthusiasm has been high. Notably, the keyword “fuzzy fault tree” with a large circle
appeared around 2017, which means that enthusiasm for fuzzy fault tree analysis may
have increased recently [85]. The keyword “Bayesian network” also appeared in a ring
cluster with a larger circle around 2017, whereas the keywords “monte carlo simulation”,
“petri net” and “markov chain” appeared in ring clusters around 2010. This phenomenon
indicates that the research hotspot for dynamic fault tree analysis has shifted. The research
of dynamic fault tree analysis based on the Bayesian network [86] has gradually become
a research hotspot. Since around 2010, keywords such as “decision making” and “safety
management” began to appear in the clusters. It is implied that the study of traditional
FTA optimization has entered a systematic stage. In this stage, not only are the system
components themselves focused on by scholars, but management factors are incorporated
into the model of FTA. For example, Guo et al. [87] analyzed the influence of organizational
and environmental factors on human errors in pilot flights with the application of Bayesian
networks and FTA.

Ring Cluster 2: From this cluster, it can be found that the average year of keyword
occurrence started in 2002 and ended in 2020. The larger circles in the cluster represent
the following keywords: “risk assessment”, “risk analysis” and “safety”. Based on the
conclusions drawn in Section 3.6.1, this cluster is mainly related to applying FTA in risk
analysis and assessment. Interestingly, around 2013, keywords such as “corrosion”, “power”
and “oil” appeared in the cluster, and the theme of these words pointed more clearly to
the energy field. In addition, in this field, FTA is often related to analyzing risks in
power systems [51] and oil and gas extraction and storage processes. In the field of oil
extraction [88], due to the chronic lack of component failure rate data in the drilling industry,
Lavasani et al. [89] used fuzzy fault tree analysis to quantify the risk of abandoned oil and
natural gas well leakages. Therefore, we can assume that FTA has been widely applied to
analyze risk in the energy field in the past decade and that it will be increasingly applied in
the future.

Ring Clusters 3 and 4: In Ring Cluster 3, the average year of keyword occurrence
started in 2009 and ended in 2019. The keywords “system”, “uncertainty”, “explosion”
and “failure mode” are represented by larger circles, which mainly relate to accidents and
failures. Moreover, we noticed that the words related to accidents in Ring Cluster 3 often
symbolize catastrophic accidents, such as explosions in chemical plants, earthquakes, mine
dust explosions [90], etc. Therefore, we can assume that FTA has often been used in recent
years to prevent catastrophic accidents and to analyze the causes of accidents, such as that
in the work of Ahn et al. [91], who used FTA to analyze factors that cause accidents of fire
and explosions in tankers. The average year of the keywords in Cluster 4 started from 2005
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and ended in 2020, and those that co-occurred more frequently are: “fault tree analysis”
and “reliability”. After the analysis results in 3.6.1 are combined, Cluster 4 can be regarded
as relevant to studies on system reliability, including the analysis, evaluation, prediction
and enhancement of system reliability. Xu et al. [92] investigated the hardware reliability
of a gas monitoring system by using fuzzy fault tree analysis. Knezevic et al. [93] used
FTA to analyze turbocharger failures to estimate system reliability and predict the cause
of failures.

Figure 15. Keyword co-occurrence time series diagram of FTA studies, 1995–2021.

3.6.3. Research Frontier Theme Detection

Through frontier analysis in this section, researchers can accurately grasp the research
frontiers and the latest evolutions of FTA. In addition, this analysis result can also predict
the direction of the development of FTA and the hot issues that need further research
in the future, because the evolving trends of research themes and frontiers in a specific
field are well reflected by the theme terms in papers’ titles and abstracts. We utilized
VOSviewer to extract the theme terms in the titles and abstracts of papers from 2012 to
2021. After removing irrelevant terms and merging synonyms, the top 60% were further
filtered, 176 terms were obtained, and their co-occurrence network is shown in Figure 16.
The temporal overlay of theme terms was plotted and was used for comparison, as shown
in Figure 16b. The nodes and clusters at the research frontiers are characterized, and colors
from blue to red indicate changes in hot themes over time. On this basis, the ten most
recent hot theme terms were extracted as a reference for frontier detection, as shown in
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Table 8, where APY is the average year of the term’s occurrence. The term APY is closer to
the present, and the theme is likely to be a frontier in the research field of FTA [94].

Figure 16. Term clusters of the FTA studies: (a) Distinguished clusters; (b) Term cluster by average
year distribution.

As shown in Figure 16a, the green and red clusters contain more nodes and occupy the
leading position among all clusters. The red cluster mainly revolves around the following
theme terms: “reliability”, “algorithm”, “modeling” and “system reliability”. Therefore,
we considered that the cluster embodied the theme of traditional FTA optimization and
applied it to system reliability improvements. Moreover, in Figure 16b, there are more red
and yellow nodes in this cluster, so the research on the optimization of traditional FTA is
both a research hotspot and frontier. By combining this with the content in Section 3.6.2, we
know that research on the optimization of traditional FTA mainly focuses on fuzzy fault tree
analysis and dynamic fault tree analysis. These two research directions are not independent,
and fuzzy fault tree analysis and dynamic fault tree analysis are often combined for research.
In such studies, Kabir et al. [95] introduced a framework that combines intuitionistic fuzzy
set theory and expert heuristics to quantitatively analyze temporal fault trees for dynamic
systems with uncertain data. In addition, Zhang et al. [96] transformed the fault trees of
risky events into fuzzy Petri nets (FPN) and combined the dynamic weighting fuzzy Petri
net with FTA to establish the FPN–FTA model.

Table 8. Popular terms in recent years in FTA studies.

NO. Term Cluster Occurrence APY

1 ship blue cluster 22 2019.05
2 fire blue cluster 45 2018.91
3 significance green cluster 33 2018.82
4 explosion accident blue cluster 16 2018.81
5 critical event blue cluster 15 2018.80
6 subsystem red cluster 49 2018.73
7 life green cluster 30 2018.50
8 applicability blue cluster 61 2018.46
9 failure analysis green cluster 30 2018.40
10 reliability assessment red cluster 44 2018.36

APY: Average Publication Year.
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When compared to Figure 16a,b, most of the theme terms representing the more recent
hotness (red and yellow nodes) appear in the green clusters, so this cluster represents the
frontier research area. “risk”, “factor”, “accident” and “hazard” co-occur more times in this
cluster. Thus, we can speculate that the theme of the cluster is to apply FTA to assess the
system’s risk factors and to improve the safety ability of management. In order to identify
workplace hazards and improve occupational health and safety in industrial production,
Botti et al. [97] developed a holistic participatory approach based on FTA. Moreover, as
can be seen from Table 8, the hot theme terms in this cluster also include “fire”, “ship”,
“significance” and “explosion accident”. This suggests that evaluating and analyzing the
risk of fires, explosions and shipping accidents may be one of the frontiers in the application
and research of FTA. For instance, the hazardous cargo explosion accident in Tianjin port
was systematically studied using FTA, and then management strategies were proposed [98].
Moreover, in shipping accidents, Sarıalioğlu et al. [99] used a hybrid method including the
Human Factors Analysis and Classification System and fuzzy fault tree analysis to analyze
fire–explosion accidents in ship engine rooms.

4. Discussion

This study reviews the research and application of FTA during 1995–2021 and sorts
out the current research status and development trend from the following three aspects:
(1) the spatial and temporal distribution of literature; (2) the knowledge base and research
themes; and (3) research hotspots and frontiers. The first two aspects of the study reveal the
cooperation, knowledge structure and research themes in FTA, which lay the foundation for
analyzing the hotspots and development trends of FTA research. By analyzing the hotspots
and frontiers, we found that the prevention of catastrophic accidents and risk analysis in
the energy field are hotspots for applying FTA. Fires, explosions and shipping accidents
may be important areas for FTA in the future. Fuzzy fault tree analysis and dynamic fault
tree analysis are the hotspots and research frontiers.

There is no doubt that the frontier and hotspot detection of FTA in this study can point
towards future applications in research with this method. The energy field has always been
an essential focus for applying FTA. Its applications include power system fault diagnosis,
oil pipeline leakage risk analysis, coal mine gas explosion accidents, etc. In addition, from
the future trend of energy types, FTA should be applied to solve engineering problems
in oil and gas fields, but it should also start to focus on system reliability and safety in
non-traditional energy fields, such as hydrogen energy facility safety evaluations [100].
In addition, shipping accidents are likely to be an important field for the future research
and application of FTA. This phenomenon may be related to increasingly active global
trade, and applying FTA in shipping accidents may require the consideration of more
environmental factors [101].

Dynamic fault tree analysis and fuzzy fault tree analysis are both simultaneously
hotspots and frontiers in the FTA research field. During the development of dynamic
fault tree analysis, Markov chains, Monte Carlo simulations, Petri networks and Bayesian
networks have been well applied in dynamic fault tree analysis. In addition, among
the above methods, except the Markov chain, all are based on the assumption that the
basic events are not repairable. However, in reality, system components are generally
repairable. Therefore, developing a repairable dynamic fault tree analysis calculation
method is of great practical significance. The fuzzy fault tree analysis method is essentially
a treatment of uncertainty problems; therefore, it can be considered in future development
in combination with other uncertainty theories. In summary, from the development trend,
the applied research of FTA will involve a series of new fields in the environment and
personnel health [102]. From a methodological point of view, dynamic fault tree analysis
and fuzzy fault tree analysis will likely become powerful methods to solve problems in
these new fields.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, an informetrics analysis was performed to analyze the relevant FTA
research literature in SCIE and SSCI from 1995 to 2021. The main contents include temporal–
spatial distributions, highly cited literature, co-authorship, the research knowledge base,
research hotspots and frontiers. Three knowledge bases in this field were identified using a
co-citation network. Research hotspots were identified through keyword co-occurrence, the
evolutionary paths of research hotspots were dynamically analyzed, and research frontiers
were identified by theme terms. The main conclusions obtained from this analysis are
as follows:

(1) The evolution of FTA research can be divided into three stages: the wave development
stage (1995–2008), the stable development stage (2008–2018) and the rapid develop-
ment stage (2018-present). Before 2009, the United States was the world leader in the
amount of literature published and had a comparatively high research level. China
began late in this field but overtook the United States in the stable development
stage, with the most publications. The distribution of disciplines reflects that FTA
is a multidisciplinary research field based on engineering industrial, engineering
chemical, engineering electrical electronic, computer science and management science.
Research groups with distinct geographical characteristics have been formed. How-
ever, the cooperation is not close, and there is a tendency to extend the cooperation
from developed to developing countries.

(2) “Reliability Engineering & System Safety”, “Journal of Loss Prevention in the Process
Industries, and “Quality and Reliability Engineering International” are the top three
journals that published literature on FTA research. Fuzzy fault tree analysis, dynamic
fault tree analysis and FTA based on binary decision diagrams are the knowledge
bases of the FTA research field. The co-cited literature can be roughly divided into
three categories: safety science, reliability engineering and mathematical models and
algorithms, and the core journals of each category are “Safety Science”, “Reliability
Engineering & System Safety” and “Fuzzy Sets and Systems”.

(3) The fundamental theory and system of FTA research have been preliminarily con-
structed. The main research directions in the field of FTA are the optimization of
traditional FTA, system reliability analysis, risk analysis and safety management. Risk
analysis in the energy field, the prevention of catastrophic accidents and the enhance-
ment of system reliability are the current application hotspots of FTA. Fuzzy fault tree
analysis, dynamic fault tree analysis based on Bayesian networks and FTA combined
with management factors may be the main research hotspots and the frontiers. Fires,
explosions, and shipping accidents may become the frontier fields of the application
of FTA.

In this paper, we conducted an informetrics analysis of the literature related to FTA and
obtained valuable results, such as current research hotspots and frontiers. However, there
are some limitations. First, the informetric analysis’s accuracy depends on the database’s
comprehensiveness, which may lead to an incomplete collection of literature in this study.
Secondly, although we have conducted the search using a reasonable search formula,
there may still be poorly related literature, leading to discrepancies between the research
topic and the collected literature. In future research, we can program to extract relevant
literature to the research topic and expand the data sources reasonably to collect more
convincing literature. Based on this, we will conduct an in-depth study of the important
research directions in the FTA research field and further analyze its research status and
development trends.
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